
The Crimea and Budapest Memoranda 
 
Look at this… 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=0NxJxpMElCE 
Of course, this humor is for stupid people, but they believe! Of course, Russian film is propaganda to support Putin who 
wants to push Donbas into fascist Ukraine… There is a lot of lie in this film. So let’s try to understand something. 
 
Some time countries of the world tried to accuse Russia in the attack on Georgia. Then they shut their mouths. It turned 
out that Russia did not attack. This Georgia attacked Tskhinvali. Georgian troops shelled the town with tanks, artillery, 
multiple rocket launching systems. Entered the city, the Georgian soldiers threw grenades into basements of houses, 
where children were hiding, women, old people. Russia defended South Ossetia, stopped the killing, punished the 
Georgian aggressors. 
Of course, Russia is capitalist shit, the same capitalist shit as the United States, Germany, Britain or France. However, 
Russia didn’t kill about half a million civilians in Iraq. United States together with the European countries did it. Russia 
didn’t bomb kindergartens in Belgrade and didn’t apply shells with depleted uranium. US and Europe did it. Russia has 
no created a humanitarian catastrophe in the previously prosperous Libya. US and Europe did it. Russia didn’t go to war 
in Syria, terrorists, which was supported by the United States, did it. 
 
Today, Kiev insists that Russia invaded Ukraine. In fact, civilians Donbass were forced to take up arms. Kiev wanted to 
deprive the residents of Donbas Russian language. In Kiev, the fascists came to power. In Odessa and Mariupol-Bandera 
Nazis troops burned people. Bandera groups drove into the towns and villages of Donbass and began to scoff at 
peaceful people, kidnap, torture and kill them. The leaders of the Bandera groups, Yarosh, Semenchenko and others, 
became deputies of the Verkhovna Rada. Rada deputy, Yulia Tymoshenko, said: "Russian should be shot from a nuclear 
weapon." Ukrainian President Poroshenko announced the Nazi collaborator Bandera Hero of Ukraine, and the birthday 
of Bandera army declared a national holiday. Donbass raised anti-fascist uprising. Volunteers from Russia, South Ossetia, 
Moldavia, Byelorussia, Serbia, Hungary, Spain, France, Germany, Latin America arrived at the Donbas to fight against 
Bandera, against fascism of Ukrainian army. 
 
Ukrainian army bombed residential neighborhoods in Gorlovka, Donetsk and other cities of the Donbas and Luhansk 
region, shelling them from artillery, flamethrowers, rocket systems of volley fire, such systems as "Tochka-U" (“Point-
U”). Fascists Ukrainian army killed more than a hundred children, wounded more than 300 children, some children are 
cut off limbs. They killed tens of thousands of civilians in Donbas and Lugansk region. 
 
Kiev in response to the charges is accusing Russia. Allegedly, Russian forces destroyed the peaceful neighborhoods. At 
first Poroshenko said about 10 th. Russia soldiers in Donbas, then about 50 th., then about 200 th. Nobody saw them. 
Allegedly Russia is fighting a war in Ukraine, ostensibly Russia is the aggressor. At the same time Kiev demands from 
aggressor benefits of gas! 
In fact, Russia is at war in Syria. Feel the difference. Russia kills terrorists. Now the US and Europe lie that Russia 
allegedly killing civilians in Syria. 
The aggressors from the US and Europe draw Russia as an aggressor. “Russia invaded Crimea!” But how was it in reality? 

 
Memorandum on Security Assurances in connection with Ukraine's accession to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of 
Nuclear Weapons – is an international treaty on the Denuclearization of Ukraine  authorized by Ukraine, the United 
States, Russia and Britain on 12.05.1994. The agreement contains points that provide assurances to Ukraine's 
sovereignty and security. According to the Memorandum, the US, Russia and Britain pledged to respect the 
independence, sovereignty and existing borders of Ukraine. Among the obligations one stipulated refrain threats by 
force and its application against the territorial integrity and political independence of Ukraine. Signatory countries 
pledged to consult in the event of a conflict situation.  
 
However, at the time of the signing of the Memorandum of 12.05.1994 sovereignty of Ukraine did not apply to the 
Crimea and Sevastopol. According to Article 1 of the Constitution of the Republic of Crimea adopted on 06.05.1992 
Republic of Crimea is a legal, democratic state and exercises sovereign rights and full authority on its territory. Article 7 
of the same Constitution states that the territory of the Republic of the Crimea is inviolable and can not be changed 
without its consent. A special status of Sevastopol as an integral part of the Crimea determined by the relevant laws of 
the Republic and can not be changed without the consent of its citizens. Article 111 of the 1992 Constitution clearly 
stipulates that all changes of any law are the exclusive competence of the Supreme Council of Crimea, include the 
adoption of the Constitution, constitutional and other laws of the Republic, making amendments and additions.  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=0NxJxpMElCE


Therefore, only Republican Crimean parliament  has right to cancel the Crimean Constitution in 1992 by a separate law. 
Therefore, the actions of the President of Ukraine Leonid Kuchma, who in 17.31.1995 liquidated in a unilateral order 
and in force manner Constitution of Crimea of 1992 and removed elected president Yuri Meshkov from power,  is to be 
qualified as a coup. In this case, Ukraine forgot about it’ international obligations and did not consult the guarantors on 
the matter. On 17.05.1995 Russian State Duma adopted a resolution in which the Supreme Council, the President and 
the Government of Ukraine were invited to provide the population of the Republic of Crimea the right  freely express its 
will in relation to the Constitution of the Republic of Crimea. However, the official Kiev had ignored Russia’s note. Thus, 
the peninsula was illegally annexed by Ukraine 23 years ago. So Ukraine must be regarded as the aggressor. 
 
From 1945 Ukraine has been subjected to the international law and has been regarded as one of the founders of the 
UN. The country has joined the UN without the Crimea and Sevastopol, since there are no legal documents, including 
the Crimea and Sevastopol in the national territory of Ukraine. Cession, i.e. the transfer of sovereignty from one State to 
another, by agreement between them, requires the conclusion of the international treaty between the States. Ukraine 
had not entered into any such contracts or agreements referring  to the Crimea. Russian sovereignty over the peninsula 
has never been impeached. Russia has confirmed its sovereignty over the Crimea and Sevastopol by Resolutions of the 
Supreme Soviet of the Russian Federation dated 21.05.1992: “On the legal assessment of the decisions of the supreme 
bodies of state power of the Russian Federation to change the status of Crimea, adopted in 1954", and from 07.09.1993: 
"On the status of Sevastopol" . 
 
In April 1954 Crimea was ceded to Ukraine under the law of the USSR (with a violation of the then Constitution). This 
law annulled after the collapse of the Soviet Union. The laws of the subjects of the former Soviet Union began to 
operate, including The Constitution of the State of the Crimea. Ukraine violated this law at the dead silence of The  
United States and Britain. Of course, Russia is the successor to the USSR. But, first, Russia at the time of the collapse of 
The USSR had its own legislation. Secondly, as in the US, the right of the Crimea had the priority over  the "residual" law. 
 
But this rationale legality of reunification of the Crimea with Russia is of secondary importance. Budapest referendum is 
of secondary importance too. More precisely, the Budapest Memorandum has no relation to the reunification of the 
Crimea with Russia. It concerns the security of Ukraine in relation to the attack on it other states. That is, it concerns 
with respect to the external aspects. But the referendum in Crimea concerns with the inner aspect. The primary is the 
free will of citizens of the Crimea in the referendum, when the overwhelming majority of the Crimean population, 86% 
voted for entry into the Russian Federation. The fact that the will was free, was reiterated by the majority of  
international observers, including The OSCE. 
 
The Declaration of Principles of International Law (dated 24.10.1970) says: "In virtue of the principles of equal rights and 
self-determination of peoples enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations, all peoples have the right freely to 
determine, without external interference, their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural 
development, and every State has the duty to respect this right in accordance with the provisions of the Charter. " In the 
same Declaration one states that the ways of the right to self-determination may be "the creation of a sovereign and 
independent state, free association with an independent State or association or unification with it, or any other 
political status." 
 
Similar principles are enshrined in the documents of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe – in Helsinki 
Final Act of 1975, in the Vienna Concluding Document of 1986, at the Copenhagen meeting of the Conference on the 
Human Dimension of 1990 and other international instruments. 
 
Saarland, located between France and Germany, after the 2nd World War, became a French protectorate. France tried 
to leave his "independent state border." But people of the Saar region were provided the right to hold referendum, then 
a second referendum and  finally became the 10th federal states of Germany. 
61% of the residents of Puerto Rico in a referendum on the status of the 2013 countries wanted to join the United 
States and become the 51st state. The US Congress has not yet signed the "accession", but Obama has already stated 
that  "he will respect the views expressed by citizens during the vote." Why is Crimea worse than Puerto Rico or the Saar 
region ? Because the US decided so. 
Serbia had protested against the referendum in Montenegro. However, 55.5% of the vote for independence allowed 
Montenegro to secede. In this case, the EU congratulates Montenegro and said that "the turnout of 86% testifies to its 
legitimacy." Minister of Britain said that "the people of Montenegro expressed a clear desire for an independent state." 
The world recognized and "accession" to the US island of Guam in 1950. US openly occupied the island. The US 
appointed Guam a "special status" without any plebiscite act.  
Similarly, the United States annexed Hawaii, robbed Texas, California from Mexico. 



During the 2nd World War, Kosovo Albanians supported Hitler and staged genocide for Serbs. Since 1945, the Albanians 
ran to Yugoslavia from Enver Hoxha. They stole cattle, burning houses of Serbs, killed Serbs, ousted them from the 
Serbian territory. Hundreds of thousands of Serbs fled Kosovo. Hundreds of thousands of Albanians took their houses. 
24.03.1999 fascist NATO began bombing Yugoslavia. 03.06.1999 NATO troops have been introduced in Kosovo without a 
UN mandate. A referendum was not held in Kosovo. As a result, Kosovo Albanians separated from Yugoslavia. US 
representative Harold Koh issued a statement: "The United States calls on the International Court upheld the 
declaration of independence of Kosovo unchanged, as an expression of the will of the people of Kosovo, or to refuse to 
comment on the legality or declare that international law does not prohibit secession."  
The representative of Germany Susan Vasum-Rainer demanded to close eyes on international law and "to consider the 
case of Kosovo, taking into account the principle of efficiency, i.e. taking into account the situation on the ground." She 
stressed that "unilateral declaration of independence is not in contradiction with international law." 
British representative Daniel Bethlehem in 2009, he said: "Serbia has made it clear that she would never agree to 
Kosovo's independence, while Kosovo does not want to be part of Serbia. The courts can not force the warring couples 
stay married." 
But why are Abkhazia, South Ossetia, Transnistria worse than Kosovo? Because US decided so. 
 Then Kosovo Albanians staged ethnic cleansing for Serbs. Albanians stool Serbian children and sold their organs. 
Hundreds of thousands of Serbs fled Kosovo. Where were lefts in ALL these moments? Why are the Lefts not screaming 
"Oh, oh, fascism, ooh, ooh, aggression"? 
The same moment - all lefts acted against Kaddafi.  All the world sees the result now. Spooky result.  Why are the lefts 
not screaming “Oh, oh”? 
 
There is no contradiction between the right to self-determination and the principle of territorial integrity, since the 
latter does not exist in nature. There is only the right to territorial inviolability, which is routinely violated by the US 
around the world. According to the Declaration of Principles of International Law in the actions of the "nothing shall be 
construed as authorizing or encouraging any action which would direct to total or partial destruction of the territorial 
integrity or political unity of sovereign and independent States, observing in their actions principles of equality and self-
determination of peoples. " 
 
In the case of the Crimean referendum there were no voting under gunpoints, it is myth. This is fantasy of Ukrainian 
great-power chauvinists, the Nazis Bandera, Washington and so on. Russian troops were not carried out for voting. 
Contingent of Russian troops in the Crimea was due to agreement with Kiev in connection with Black Sea Fleet, and 
Russia paid money for it. This Contingent was reinforced to protect the port and the Black Sea Fleet in regard to the 
incident in Kiev coup, and up to the amount specified in the contract between Russia and Ukraine. At the same time, the 
Russian military contingent in the Crimea has no effect on voters. They have an impact on those who do not live in the 
Crimea, but would like to prevent the elections: fascist Bandera troops, etc. That is, Russian soldiers acted within the 
laws of Ukraine and Crimea. 
 
"Authorizes" motives of Crimean residents are clear: they did not want to live in a country where Hitler's henchmen 
Bandera, Shukhevych, Melnik, Stetsko etc. considered as heroes, where one organizes torchlight processions with their 
portraits and monuments of the Great Patriotic War are destroyed. They did not want to live in a country where one 
destroys Russian traditions, Russian history, Russian culture, Russian language. The shooting of 8 buses with unarmed 
Crimeans, who was returning home from Ukraine, served as a “promotion”. Bandera shot those who held up his hands, 
and those who tried to run away, were chased like rabbits and killed. 
 
The national liberation movement is understood as a positive, progressive phenomenon that support (or at least who 
sympathize with) the general population, whereas the "separatism" - as useless or negative, expressed by only a 
minority of national entities. Recall that 86% of the population of Crimea expressed a desire to secede from Ukraine. 
Why is the national liberation or anti-colonial movement is progressive? Because it is more convenient to develop the 
underdeveloped economy in the state borders. In contrast, in developed economies the right to self-determination has 
the reactionary character. For example, separation of Ukraine (that was happened by actual fraud), Belarus, and so on 
from the Soviet Union, etc. (Despite the objectivity of centrifugal tendencies in the cyclic process of centralization of 
capital). Technological chains were broken, plants were stopped, dismissed workers died, production forces degraded. 
The example of the irregularities reported in the Declaration of Human Rights, is  the right to self-determination of the 
Sudeten Germans, which was expressed by a minority of the Sudeten Germans and under German pressure. Or self-
determination of Kosovo. First, the settlement of the Kosovo by Albanians crossing the border illegally, had the 
character of repression. Second, self-determination went exclusively through intensive intervention the US State 
Department and US intelligence services, including financing, supplying weapons militants, their training, provocations, 
falsifications, etc. I.e. the world were shown photos of Albanians behind barbed wire, photo of camp watchtowers, film 



with running from explosions woman, etc. It turned out also that Milosevic did not hold ethnic cleansing, the woman 
took from the movie about another country, towers - filmed at Auschwitz, and "poor" Albanians were not behind 
barbed wire, but in front of it. 
 
A special case is 2nd Chechen war. It started as a result of the invasion of 22 thousand Chechen militants into the 
territory of Russia, in Dagestan. Before the beginning of this war Chechnya was de facto independent, so its "self-
determination" does not threaten the Russia authorities. Chechnya department, but a chain reaction in Russia was not 
followed, despite Khartoum, despite the efforts of Turkey, in spite of the desire to establish a caliphate up to the Osa-
town in Perm region (particularly radical Muslims write that it is occupied by Russians). 
 
The reason for the 2nd War was the installation of the first 14 sections of the oil pipeline on the territory of Dagestan, 
bypassing Chechnya. British Petroleum, US secret services began sponsors of Chechen fighters. I.e. British Petroleum 
needed an outlet to the Caspian Sea, and Dagestan lied on the way to its costs. This company not only allocates money 
directly to militants (200-300 dollars for the murdered Russian), but also financed the training of militants and gave 
them weapons.  
Moscow's actions were forced. The fact that initially the armed forces of Dagestan themselves coped with invasion and 
ousted Chechen fighters. However, the matter did not end there. From all points of the Russian Dagestan military 
troops, ignoring the command, threw places of dislocation and went to Chechnya to stage a massacre. (That's one 
Dagestan elder said: "If you, Chechens, go abroad, we will cut all of you”.) It is impossible to talk about the nobility of 
someone from bourgeois government. But in fact the invasion of Russian troops stopped the slaughter of the mutual 
destruction of children, women and elders.  
 
It is worth mentioning that the majority of residents of Chechnya were Russians. From the book of Mikhail Sokolov, 
"Chechnya – has the story been forgotten?""In 1991-1992 tens thousands of Russians were cut  in Chechnya. In the 
spring of 1992 in Shelkovskaya-village "Chechen police" seized all hunting weapons from Russian population, and in a 
week Chechen fighter came in the village. They were engaged in the asking price. And for this purpose an entire system 
of signs had developed. Human gut wound on a fence meant: host is no longer, only women are in a house  who are 
ready to "love." Women's body impaled on the same fence: free house, can be populated ...I saw columns of buses, 
which one couldn’t come at hundred meters  due to the stench, because they were filled with the bodies of slaughtered 
Russians. I've seen women sawn lengthwise with chainsaw, kids, impaled on poles for road signs, gut, artistically wound 
on fence. We, Russian, were cleaned up with our own land, as the dirt from under fingernails. And it was in 1992 – 2,5 
years were still before the "first Chechen" war. During the first Chechen war video were captured like juveniles Vainakhs 
(it means Chechens) fun with Russian women. They put women on all fours and throw knives as in a target, trying to get 
into the vagina. All of this was filmed on video and commented. … 
Then it was a fun time. One began cut Russians on the streets in broad daylight. In my eyes one Russian chap was  
surrounded by Vainakhs, one spat on the floor and invited Russian chap to lick spittle from the floor. When he refused, 
Vainakh ripped open his stomach with a knife.  
In parallel class right during the lesson Chechens burst, chose three prettiest Russian schoolgirls and dragged along. 
Then we learned that the  girls were awarded as a birthday gift for the local Chechen authority. 
And then ...  Chechen militants came in the village and began to strip it from Russians. At night, one might hear cries of 
people who raped and slaughtered in their own houses. And there was nobody to come to help. ... Tens of thousands of 
Russians were killed, thousands were enslaved and in Chechen harems, hundreds of thousands have fled from Chechnya 
... "During the two wars Russian on Russian territory remained. Widely known poster in Grozny at the house of post: 
"Russians, do not leave, we need slaves!" 
 
As a result there was a contract after the war, it’ motives are obvious: for a country where oil already over, which lives 
at the expense of terrorism, kidnapping, it would be profitable within the Russian Federation. A referendum was held. 
By the way, until the 1st of the war there was no mass national liberation movement, not a rally for secession, as it was 
in Georgia and the Baltic states ion 1970-th.  
So the comparison of Chechnya and the Crimea, as well as New Russia, to put it mildly, is inappropriate. 
 
Self-determination of Crimea is a progressive step, this departure from the deteriorating economy to a more sustainable 
one, to save workers. Recall that due to Maidan Russian-Ukrainian technological chains were a gap. Virtually stopped CB 
"Antonov", "Southmach", CB "South", "MotorSich", railway, chemical industry, etc., etc., in a word, all production that 
oriented Russia. In addition Black Sea Shipping Company died, together with the Azov’ and the Danube’, hundreds of 
factories are on the brink of survival. Coal mines began to close before the Maidan. Seriously increased debts  for gas. In 
view of the risks associated with the transit of gas through Ukraine (easier - theft), Russia began to make the South 
Stream, bypassing Ukraine. Its creation might stop pro-American policy of Kiev. Maidan destroyed infrastructure in 



Ukraine, many transportation interrupted. On the other hand this step is against spreading of fascism. Thus, there was 
no annexation of the Crimea. 86% of Crimea residents are very glad now, please, welcome to Crimea! 
 
On March 20, Forbes published an article on the anniversary of the reunufication of Crimea to Russia. The publication 
analyzed the results of opinion polls in the region and concluded that the inhabitants of the Crimea glad to return into 
Russia and do not want to become a part of Ukraine again. Forbes relied on sociological studies conducted by 
representatives of the American Institute of Public Opinion Gallup in June 2014. In addition, the article stated the results 
of the German organization GfK poll in February 2015. 
 
The “annexation of the Crimea” is nothing but a propaganda myth. People of the Crimea decided to be with Russia. 
Consequently, governments around the world are obliged to shut their fucking yap and accept reunification of the 
Crimea and Russia a legal act.  
For the Left.  The USA wanted the Crimea to turn it into their maritime military base. All the preliminary works had been 
carried  before 16 March, 2014. Earlier people of the Crimea didn’t allow the US military fleet enter the Crimean 
territorial gulf, “Yankee, go home!” was slogan.  After the Maidan events  Russia has saved it’s base in the Crimea.  
Contrary to the legislative background of the story all the world’s  left are still refraining : “Oh, Russia has  been  
aggressive, Russia has acted as a fascist state!” Leftists around the world have rejoined  the Kiev’ - Washington’ myth 
of “a fascist” Russia: “After all, Russia has captured/annexed the Crimea!!”  Following their logic conclusion, one should 
admit that French, British, Dutch, Belgium, etc colonialists were also fascists. One has to be a moron to repeat the 
propaganda of bourgeois governments. 
 

Boris Ikhlov, secretary of executive committee of Russia political union “Worker”, member of trade union committee of 
Perm workers trade union “PEL” 

boris.ichlov@gmail.com 
 
In addition. 
In Kharkov, the Nazis killed an elderly uneventful woman, Mary Blomerius, only because she was one of the leaders of 
the antifascist Resistance.  
Ukrainian Nazis tortured people, breaking their fingers phalanx for phalanx and driving needles under fingernails, in the 
basement of Kiev mayor's office, and then demanded to save the fact of torture in secret.  
Nazis methodically, bone for bone, broken hands of Kharkov-city’ Major Zakharchenko who was  severely wounded on 
the battlefield and was captured.  
Fascists gouged eyes of prisoners, behind the scenes of the Maidan, under the careful supervision of doctors.  
One fascist young woman tearing nails of journalist Sergei Rulyev with pliers 
http://youtu.be/-PLMfEDurRI – Maidan, Kiev. Nazi gouged eyes of “Berkut” fighter.   
http://youtu.be/Gp_hn7xYGio - Khreschatyk, Kiev. Bandera “Right sector” beat Kiev citizens.  
In Nikolaev visitors gunmen shot pro-Russian protesters, 11 wounded, people said that they have died for their native 
language.  
In Chernihiv Nazis beat chap only for the fact that he was talking on a cell phone in Russian. 
In Odessa, a large landing of militants of "Right Sector" arranged beating antifascists  
In Kiev, armed to the teeth "hundreds", Nazis from “Right sector” and other "heroes of Maidan" beat people that were 
with Russian Guard ribbons.  
In the Rivne region 100 Bandera bandits raided the village http://www.pravda.ru/news/world/formerussr/ukraine/09-
05-2014/1207396-nalet-0/ 
Last year, here's how thousands of Bandera fascists behave themselves, where they arrived to Izyum-town, look: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bBNtzpLK3sE&featu 
Last year, the fascist militaries beat and tortured the inhabitants of Donetsk region: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K9ADfTKgnZY#t=20 
Last year, May 2 in Odessa, Bandera thugs burnt, killed by torture, hounded, shot more than 100 people.  
May 9 in Mariupol, Bandera thugs burnt and shoot policemen with civilians, including a child.  
May 25, Slavyansk. Later in the afternoon Ukraine army conducted direct fire on the city. The fire was on the "sleeping 
area" - the village Artem. There was no military installations and it was well seen from Karachun-mountain where 
howitzers and mortars were thrashed. 
Ukraine soldiers will receive land for the killing of Donbass punishers, as Wehrmacht soldiers. Officers will get 
apartments in the center of Odessa. Ordinary soldiers, immigrants from Galicia and the recent Kiev criminals, will get 
land in a villa close to the town and countryside. Bandera snipers are negotiating amounts for the wounded and dead. 
For bearded one gives more - wounded are kept in captivity to his beard grown. Kolomoysky gives $ 1 200. Corpses cost 
from $ 800 to $ 1,000. One plans the relocation of 250,000 residents of Western Ukraine in the south-east. 
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Kiev flushed suburbs Slaviansk banned phosphorus bombs. 
Punishers and wounded people from civil guard: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yT5ePXkE-iQ#t=38 
 
Fascism begins with the first grade: http://maxpark.com/community/129/content/3080080 
Lviv residents mock the child from the Donbass: http://maxpark.com/community/129/content/3076737 
 
Lviv, fascist march, memory of Division of the SS Galicia http://maxpark.com/community/13/content/3326390 
Look at! 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-iR-0OdKo5Q 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NE18iPQ1Euk (press blue button) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S-1sNeEhezQ#t=1247 (press blue button) 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sTbRfkSOYi0&feature=youtu.be (press blue button) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NE18iPQ1Euk 
 
Tragedy in Gorlovka - civilians were shot by "Grad" of Ukraine army. November 14, 2014 Gorlovka-city, systems “Grad” 
(hail) of Ukraine army began to “work” in a residential sector of the city. The result of a punitive action - 6 civilians were 
killed, including two children (a boy 4 years old, a girl of 9 years), among the dead - father of the children, the mother in 
serious condition in the hospital, and about another 20 people injured - shrapnel wounds.” 
Triumph of Ukrainian democracy. 
As I wrote, today Nazi commanders of battalions became deputies of the Verkhovna Rada. The president Poroshenko 
said that Hitler's accomplice Bandera is a national hero, and set up the birthday celebration of the fascist Bandera army 
UPA-OUN, October 14th, national celebration. Recently Poroshenko said: "The citizens in Donbas can not work, we will 
have a job, they do not, we will have a pension - they do not, our children will go to school, and their children will sit in 
basements.» - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DVIDR9JSPFs 
This year, Nazis fired Gorlovka of “Smerch” systems (“Tornado”). “Smerch” is equated with tactical nuclear weapons. 

 
In such a situation, protege of the ruling bourgeois class Russia President Putin calls for a peaceful dialogue with the 
Nazis. And Europe does not want to react, Europe ignores torch processions with swastikas and portraits of fascist 
Bandera, Shukhevych and Melnik nor the mass graves of civilians, that Nazis staged. 
Soldiers and officers of Kiev junta get salary from the Russian bank cards. Nazis National Guard bought corned beef 
purchased from a Russian businessman for 11 million rubles. In addition to the stew, the Russian business supplies 
fascists diesel engines for tanks (Yaroslavl Motors), military trucks (KAMAZ from Tatarstan), spare parts for military 
helicopters (Aviasnabservis), gasoline and oil (Lukoil, Rus.Oil), and shall make every effort to start supplying gas adm 
coal to reduced price, fixed by Kiev (Gazprom). Subsidiaries of Sber. Bank, VTB, VEB finance fascist army through military 
loans. Moscow stopped providing Kiev with punitive weapons (tanks, artillery, etc.) only 5 July 1914, in the midst of war. 
Recall that in Ukraine officially considered that the “Resource” (Russia)  Federation is against her aggressive war. 
Supplying of fascists with everything they need is not a Russian invention, for example, the Yankees supplied Hitler. 
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